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Young Patronesses of the Opera
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Storyline of  HANSEL & GRETEL
This is the condensed, 30 minute version of  this opera, performed in schools 

through Ypo’s In-School Opera program.

Gretel and Hansel, sister and brother,
Are home alone, without Father and Mother.

Their parents, who went off to sell all their goods,
Told them to pick strawberries in the near woods.

The children are hungry and want something to eat.
So they eat their strawberries, hmm hmm, nice and sweet!

But once in the forest, they linger too long.
Any route that they take, seems to be wrong!

They must sleep in the forest and each is afraid.
So before they lay down, each of  them prayed.

A Sandman appears with real fairy dust 
To save the children is an absolute must!

They awaken in front of  a house made of  sweets.
Wow! What a thrill for them – so many treats!

But a wicked witch lives there and she casts a spell
She will eat sweets and the children as well!

Hansel is caged now and ready to cook.
She asks Gretel to peak in the oven to look. 

    But Gretel, so clever, pretends not to see, 
And says to the witch, “Oh my, please show me.”

When at the oven the witch opens the door
Gretel pushes her in, she’ll hurt them no more!

Hansel and Gretel at last are both free
And on their way home they run happily!
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An opera is a musical drama or comedy performance, where the actors sing rather than 
speak their lines. The word “opera” derives from the Latin word opus, which literally means “a work of  
art.” Like a play, an opera is performed on a stage with singing-actors, scenery, makeup and lighting.

Musical terms that describe some types of  music you hear in an opera. 
Recitative (re-chi-ta-TEEV) - Sung dialogue that propels the action forward. The singing is generally 
faster and is composed to sound more like speech.
Aria -  An extended musical passage sung as a solo. It often explores emotions as a character absorbs, 
reflects, and makes decisions in the drama.
Duet - An extended musical passage for two singers. A trio is for three singers and a quartet is a piece for 
four singers. 

Try singing some of  the music from this opera that showcase recitative, aria and duets. 

Act I   The Cottage
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Opera Etiquette 
Learn a little about the show.
Read the story before you go.
Wear your very nicest clothes.

No giant hats, hairdos, or bows.
Get there early take your seat.

No noisy wrappers on what you eat.
No talking, singing, or loud snoring,

Even if you think it’s boring!
No photographing of the show

And taping is a real no-no.
Turn cell phones off, PDA’s too.

No texting ‘til the show is through.
To make performers feel real proud
Applaud or yell, “Bravo!” real loud!
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Create a puppet of  one or more of  the
characters. Then think about...
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